Other alternative models
3. If subjects choice (e.g. UP={green,left}) includes the correct feature, award subject if a Bernoulli trial with probability 0.8 is successful else punish. If subjects choice does not include the relevant feature, punish subjects if the Bernoulli trial is successful, else reward.
This specifies the generative model. The knowledge of how the data is generated allows the subject to invert the model based on the observed rewards and punishments, to build up a probability estimate of which is the correct feature, and thus which choice option is most likely to generate a reward.
The goal of the subject is to choose between options UP and DOWN and thus the subject needs to be able to calculate the probability of each option containing the correct feature and thus maximize the expected monetary reward for the UP versus DOWN option, given the previous reward history rew 1:t The option UP can either be correct due to green being correct (and thus color being the right dimension) or due to left being correct (and thus motion being the correct dimension).
To calculate this probability we need to know
1: 1 ( | , )
The task of the subject is to infer these probabilities in each round to allow for optimal behavior. In the following we separately derive the updating for the within-dimension (Eq. 2 and 3, section A below) and across-dimension (Eq. 4, section B below) parts of the value equation.
A. Within dimension, 
where Z stands for normalization. This is a product of the reward likelihood given one color and a prior probability for that color C t . Based on this estimate of the variables at time step t, we need to take into account that the relevant dimension and features may (or may not) have changed before the next round, thus:
1:
The prior has to sum over the probability of the possible states in the previous round t to allow for the possibility of switches either within or across dimensions happening between round t and t+1. E.g. color could be the correct dimension (D t+1 =color) either because no change has happened from last round (D t =color) or because a change has occurred and the correct dimension was previously motion (D t =motion).
We now expand this term to separate the cases that either color or motion was the relevant dimension at trial t. In the latter case, color can only be correct in trial t+1 if a switch occurred in between trial t and t+1.
In that case,
In words, this equation states that the probability of the color C t+1 being correct given color is the right dimension and given the reward history, is a sum of two terms: 1) if motion was the correct dimension in the last round, then a switch must have happened for color to be correct in this round and thus red or green have equal chance of being correct. 2) If no switch in dimension has happened then the current color being correct can either be because no switch within dimension has happened (C t+1 =C t ) or because a switch within dimension has happened (C t+1~= C t ).
We next consider intra-dimensional switches from one color to the other and change the summation to be over C t+1 being equal or not to C t , i.e. whether a switch has happened or not.
In our task, the likelihood
is 0.8 for a positive reward (given a choice that contains the correct feature), 0.2 for a punishment and
is the probability of a switch happening within modality.
Hence the posterior for round t+1 (Eq. 8) can be expressed in terms of the posteriors from the previous round t. The calculation is similar for
B. For across dimensions (to estimate Eq. 4) we again use Bayes' rule to update after a reward at time t:
Similarly to the within dimension updating, for the likelihood we expand the equation for the two dimensions: Thus after a reward has been given at time t, we have an estimate of the probability of each dimension being relevant for that round, 1:
for performing the choice in the next round, t+1, given that a switch can happen at time t+1.
For the next round a switch can either happen, or not happen and we thus summate (marginalize) over such a dimensional switch happening with probability 
To put it more explicitly Thus the probability for the correct dimension can also be written out as a combination of the posteriors from the previous round.
After estimating the three properties that go into Eq. 1, , a subject should choose the option (UP or DOWN) with the highest probability of reward. However for our modeling of the subjects we allow for stochasticity in the subject responses and assume that the subject choices were generated via a softmax rule, 
Relationship between the Bayesian model and two-layer RL model
The optimal way to solve the task from the view of the subject is obviously acting according to the optimal Bayesian inference model. However as the full Bayesian model is rather demanding computationally we naturally developed a Reinforcement Learning model that approximates the Bayesian model. Our starting point is the same as for the Bayesian model, eq. 1 which specifies the probability of choice UP being correct given the previous reward history.
1:
1: 1: We simplify this algorithm slightly by assuming that the reward that the intra dimensional learners experience are not scaled by the current belief about their dimension, in order to make our algorithm more in line with standard RL updating schemes (such as RescorlaWagner). Including this scaling does not improve the model performance (data not shown).
This gives rise to the updating scheme in the main paper, e.g. after receiving reward r(t) after choice UP={green, left}:
( While all results reported and shown in the main text are FWE corrected for multiple comparisons at a cluster level, the activations in the SPM maps generated by the attention-gating model don't survive correction and we show Figure S2 at an uncorrected threshold of p<0.001. In our adaptive rule of the task we assumed that subjects would have learned the correct mapping for features if they chose correctly three times in a row. We reasoned that subjects would assume a switch if they got negative feedback after such a train of correct responses and we defined the events for reversalerror as the first trial, after a train of at least three correct responses, in which the subject both chose incorrectly and was not rewarded. This assumes that subjects switch on the next trial after negative feedback is received. Note that due to our more rapid timing the dissociation between stochastic and reversal errors is less distinct than in previous studies. We then contrasted those trials with the correct and rewarded trials. To do this we estimated an additional GLM with two events choice and response. Similar to our main GLM we parametrically modulated choice with the full stimulus value and response with our reversalerror regressor (+1 on reversalerror trials, -1 on correct and rewarded trials, 0 otherwise).
Right DLPFC (xyz = 45, 36, 39; Z = 3.65, p<0.0001), bilateral parietal cortex (xyz = 33, 45; Z = 3.39, p<0.0004; 42; Z = 3.13, p<0.001), and DMPFC (xyz = 3, 24, 51; Z = 3.79, p<0 .001) correlated with the reversalerror contrast. While DMPFC and parietal cortex have also been reported in the study by Cools et al. activity in right VLPFC did not reach significance in this study. 
